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About This Game

Dis Pontibus is a single-player puzzle game set in a procedurally-generated archipelago.

Guide a young explorer on a mission of discovery and enlightenment, and collect the wisdom of a long-lost civilization!

Each game will be a unique experience, with simple mechanics and very challenging gameplay.

Trailer Music: L'etoile Danse (pt. 1) By Meydän (license)
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Genre: Indie
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Marcos Donnantuoni
Publisher:
Marcos Donnantuoni
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7 SP1+

Processor: 1.8GHz CPU: SSE2 instruction set support.

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities.

Storage: 100 MB available space
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Very nice game, if you love ninjas and fnatic you'll gonna be a Ninjahtic soon.. This is quite good fun, better than I expected.
For the sale price I got this at. It's a really good buy.
. Its a good game but it would be nice if you could get more gold per level. MILLER, GET TO SUPPRESSING THOSE
NEGATIVE REVIEWS-42!!!. I was a bit cautios at first, but this re-imagining of the Worms franchise lives up to its
predecessors. The land is destructible, the explosions are large, and the new Create-a-Weapon feature tos it off. If you can get
past the bugginess of this title, it's a fun refreshing of old Worms fun.. its like csgo, but with less russians. Brings back so much
memories,

Wish there were more game made like this. Bruce is the perfect voice actor for the game. The Game might look dated but it has
a making of a beautiful gameplay. One of a Kind! 5/5
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This game is one of the best games to play with friends. Well, I used to have friends, but i shot one with a bazooka. Then I
decimated the others with a flatulent grandmother, and I finished the rest off by litterally pooping on them with a poop airstrike.
10/10. Este jogo é extremamente limitado, ele tentou bem fazer um multiplayer, com vários power ups.. porém os mapas são
fechados e pouco criativos e quase ninguém está online. Sem falar que não existe customização dos aviões e você também não
pode fazer melhorias... É um jogo simples, porém tedioso e no qual você logo fica enjoado e quer deletar. A ideia foi até legal
porém não aconselho. ( e também não tem cartas da steam ). Got it. Good deal if you want to buy imaginary playing cards.

(If you haven't played TQFC through steam before then make sure to first download the game and link you kong account to
your steam account). Perhaps I'm too picky, but the gameplay is comparable to my old Tandy 1000 games. I just cannot get into
this game at all. I suppose there's an audience that digs it as evidenced by the good reviews, but I wish I'd saved my money when
buying this. Clunky would be the best description I could offer.. "Master the permeable craft". To On A Roll Studio, i was
looking forward to be emerged in this game. I am a blader my self and been waiting ages to get this. but due to the loading
screen looping i can not play the game i have anticipated for. can you please fix the loading screen loop as i just want to play this
amazing game it looks ace. i wouldnt of thought of bugs through out the game as it is early access but its not even playable i
have spent £14.99 just to look at the loading menu. please fix as i can not play.

Released!:
Dis Pontibus is released at last! Enjoy!
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